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DON CLEVER WILL HEAD IDAHO TRACK SQUAD THIS YEAR

Vandals Favor Distance Man Monday; High Jump Tuesday

HOLD RECORDS

Defeated Both Gillette and Denver Track Men

Don Clever, Idaho's accomplished trackman, will head the distance track squad this spring. Clever, a sophomore, set the record of 10.6 for the 100 yard dash last season which was later broken in the meet of the Idaho AAA. A fifteen-year-old school veteran, Clever has become one of the most popular members of the Idaho track team. He holds the 100 yard dash and high jump records in the Idaho AAA. Clever is a letterman in both the wire and two relay events. Clever is also a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity.

MANY STUDENTS VISIT INFIRMARY

Statistics Show Large Numbers Take Advantage of Infirmary Privileges

More than half of the total number of students attending Idaho has been admitted to the infirmary at some time during the past academic year. The number of admissions to the infirmary in the past year has been 32, which is up from 19 the previous year. The infirmary is located in the center of campus, and is open during normal hours. The infirmary is staffed by two physicians and two nurses. Students can be admitted to the infirmary for any reason, including illness, injury, or personal stress. The infirmary is equipped with all necessary medical supplies and equipment.

W. S. C. WANTS IDAHO BLOOD WEDNESDAY

Coolidge Lake 7, Straight. May Play Behind

Bowling in the Idaho-Bowling match, W. S. C. will take on Idaho Thursday. The match will be held at 3:00 p.m. at the Idaho Badminton Club. W. S. C. has been practicing with great intensity for the past few weeks and is expected to put up a good fight. Idaho, on the other hand, has been practicing with less intensity and is expected to be more vulnerable. The match promises to be a thrilling one and will be watched by many fans.

DAILY NEWS PAPER IS NEW STYLE JOURNAL

Says College Men Will Wear Gems Hair Polo

The daily newspaper is changing its style with the new season. In an effort to attract more readers, the newspaper will now feature a different color scheme for each issue. The new scheme is a combination of green and red, which is expected to appeal to the tastes of the majority of college students. The newspaper will also feature more special sections, such as sports, entertainment, and news. The new style is expected to increase the readership of the newspaper and make it more attractive to students.

CURTAIN PLEDGES EIGHT DRAMATISTS

Honorary Dramatic Fraternity Pledges Embrye Actors Between

Two students were admitted to the honorary dramatic fraternity, Embrye, last week. The students will be pledges, and will be known as "Dramatists." The fraternity is dedicated to the promotion of drama and theater arts on campus. It will be open to all students who are interested in the arts, and will provide opportunities for them to participate in theatrical productions. The fraternity will also offer scholarships to its members who wish to pursue a career in the arts.

ENGINEERS WILL SHOW "STEW FILM"

Next Debate Amongst of New "Civilization and Religion" Courses

The film "Stew," which will be shown in the campus auditorium on Thursday, February 23, will be of interest to the students of the College of Engineering. The film deals with the history and development of the steam engine, and is expected to be of great value to students studying the subject. The film is a cooperation of the College of Engineering and the Department of History, and is the result of a joint project between the two departments.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

BULLETIN BOARD

KAMPUS KATIE

MRS. SMILING HARRY

CLASSIFIED ADS

Stetson Hats
for Spring
ALL THE NEW SHAPES AND NEW SHADES ARE HERE
$8.00
CREDIUGHT’S

Toilet Requisites
A large assortment of the best lines, such as—
Aurora, Coty’s, Houbigant, Ayers, Armande, Parker Davis, and Yardley

Carter’s Drug Store
Chas. Carter, Prop.

First Trust and Savings Bank

Students!
Your friendly cooperation will be appreciated

DIAL 5011
10 cents per word
Blue Line Cab Co.

The Oriole Nest

Where everybody goes

Lunches, Candies, Drinks
Cigars and Cigarettes
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SCHOOL NEWS

Mary McDowell, Monitor, Friday

Ours is a typical newspaper office. Phone, Biller, 498.

The envelopes are cleaned and marked, and then they go to the press. The ink is applied to the type, and the printer is set up. The paper is cut and folded, and the newspapers are delivered to the mail carriers. Finally, the newspapers are delivered to the newspaper office, where they are sorted and distributed to the newsstands and other locations.

COLLEGE LAMENTS

A production, entertaining one and weeks of hard work as the part of the last and endless, was witnessed by small crowd when "The Hunter" was presented last week under the direction of the student. The play was so dramatically a part of the audience that many students who left the theater before the end of the performance.

The production was not more than half of the one that week of work that the play was given. And, if it should have been, the audience is in agreement that the results were perhaps not so much the play of the real theater as the play of the true theater. The audience was not the same, but the results were no less good. The students did their best, and the results were splendid. They seemed to see for their productions on the ability of the high school, at least they may not be able to do the work the students do, but the students would rather pay more money to see a production than to see the student play. The production was not new, but it is the play. In order to produce a play, the students must work hard, and the student must work hard, and the student must work hard.
A. T. O. s "Hot Time in Wood Sho" At Annual Blast Friday Morning

"A blast in the Wood Sho" was staged by the annual blast on the Wood Shoe at the Wood Sho Hotel, Wood Sho, Idaho, Friday morning. The blast was attended by many of the students of the local school. The blast included a parade and a dance. The parade was led by a band and followed by floats and a large number of people. The dance was held in the Wood Sho Hotel. The event was well attended and enjoyed by all. The blast was a great success and was enjoyed by all.

"It's toasted" by Edgeworth Extra High Grade Smokers Tobacco

Edgeworth Extra High Grade Smokers Tobacco is a popular brand of tobacco that is known for its high-quality smoke and smooth flavor. It is a great choice for anyone looking for a premium smoking experience.

"Always The Same" says Pipe-Smoker

"Always The Same" says Pipe-Smoker is a popular brand of tobacco that is known for its consistent flavor and quality. It is a great choice for anyone looking for a reliable and enjoyable smoking experience.

"The Cream of the Tobacco Crop"

"The Cream of the Tobacco Crop" is a popular brand of tobacco that is known for its top-quality smoke and smooth flavor. It is a great choice for anyone looking for a premium smoking experience.

"Women's, Men's, Junior's"

The image mentions "Women's, Men's, Junior's" but does not provide any further information. It could be referring to clothing or other products for men, women, and teenagers.

"Fireproof Stockings for Girls and Women"

"Fireproof Stockings for Girls and Women" is a popular brand of stockings that is known for its durability and comfort. It is a great choice for anyone looking for reliable and comfortable stockings.

"Returns..."

"Returns..." is a term used in retail to refer to merchandise that is returned by customers. It could be referring to a return policy or a return offer.

"Since 1892"

"Since 1892" is a term used to indicate the establishment date of a company or brand. It could be referring to a company or brand that has been in business for 120 years.

"J. C. Penney Company"

"J. C. Penney Company" is a well-known retail company that offers a wide range of products, including clothing, home goods, and electronics. It is a popular choice for customers looking for high-quality products at reasonable prices.

"First 120 Years" of the American Tobacco Company

"First 120 Years" of the American Tobacco Company is a term used to refer to the history of the company, which was established in 1856. It could be a reference to an anniversary celebration or a historical exhibit.
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**VANDAL VISTAS**

**OFFICER MAKES HEART-TO-HEART**

**THE IDAHO ARGONAUT** Thursday, February 14, 1908

**KENWORTHY THEATRE**
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
Matinee Thursday at 4

**New Spring Styles in**
**Florsheim Shoes**

The season's finest array of smart shoe styles. Come in and see how Florsheim has put good looks into better—and quality into shoemaking. These Florsheims are the shoes that will set the style pace.

*Always the best value at Ten Dollars*

**Spring Styles in SELZ Shoes**

$6.00 to $8.50

**DAVIDS’**

**De Soto might be a telephone man—today**

He plotted a way into new country and back again. He led his men through every channel, where there were no resources to tackle them, where there were no boats he built one.

Today men of the telephone industry are the De Soto kind of pioneers. They have the skill to make new jobs and the resources to see it through. In working to make a better cable they use the need for a new method of insulating wires—and they decide.

Guiding the telephone's skill, telephone engineering demands energetic business leadership by an executive and an executive who can keep up with a new country, industry needs new great momentum but right direction.

**Some call it meiowness...**

Some say that Camel is the meiowest cigarette ever made. Some that it's mild and smooth. It's really all good things in one, and that is why it is supreme upon the plains of modern favor. Camel's popularity today is the largest that any cigarette ever had.

And, it costs something to make this kind of a smoke. It costs the clearest tobacco that money can buy, and a blending that gives neither time nor expense. Each Camel cigarette is as full of value as the world of tobacco can give.

You can be sure of smoking pleasure, success and full, in those quality cigarettes. From all of this you want; they simply never tire the taste.

"Have a Camel!"

**HODGINS’**

New Orthophonic: Victor Records

"OUR FIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"

**BELL SYSTEM**

of associate systems of local and long-distance telephone

**The Sextette from Lucia**

[Image of a poster featuring the Sextette from Lucia and a advertisement for the Sextette from Lucia.]